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WHAT
can I do to
reduce?

Reject Junk Mail

Avoid Over 
Packaging

Repair

Shopping Bags 

HOW
can I reduce?

You can reject junk mail by filling out 
a simple mail preference form. This will
help to lower the amount of packaging
and paper waste that comes into your
home. Mail preference forms are available:
• On line at www.mpsonline.org.uk
• By calling 08457 034599
• By writing to FREEPOST 29 LON 20771,

London W1E 0ZT.

You can avoid overpackaged items
by choosing alternatives. Why not select
loose fruit and vegetables instead of 
pre-packaged alternatives when you 
next go shopping.

In many cases broken electrical 
and mechanical equipment can be
repaired easily and safely. Why not
consider taking these items to your
nearest repair shop instead of replacing
them with new products.

You can reduce waste by refusing
unnecessary bags at shops, or better
still take your own.

Reduce
means lowering the amount

of waste that we produce.
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Reuse

WHAT
can I do 
to reuse?

Reuse Food
Containers &
Drinks Bottles 

Reuse Furniture, clothes 
& Electrical Appliances 

Recharge

Avoid Disposables

HOW
can I reuse?

You can reuse your empty food
containers to store more food or small
household items such as colouring crayons
or paint brushes. Consider refilling your
drinks bottles rather than buying new
ones every time.

Good quality unwanted furniture,
clothes & electrical appliances can be
reused. They can often be donated to local
charities and passed on to those in need,
or sold in charity shops.

Rechargeable batteries are available from
most major electrical stores.These batteries
can be recharged and reused numerous
times and are good for frequently used
appliances.

Instead of using disposable items such 
as nappies, razors, paper plates, plastic cups,
plastic cutlery and handkerchiefs.Why not
consider choosing reusable alternatives.

means using items as many times 
as possible, this helps to save resources.
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WHY

Recycle
means using materials to 

manufacture new products.

WHAT
Cans
All types of aluminium 
and steel food and drinks 
cans can be recycled.

Glass
Blue, brown, clear and green 
glass bottles and jars can all 
be recycled.

Paper
A wide range of paper such 
as newspapers, magazines,
junk mail, brochures,
catalogues & office paper 
can be recycled.

Plastics
Your plastics are recycled
into items such as garden
furniture, recycling boxes
and compost bins.

Your cans are 
separated into  steel

and aluminium
and baled.

The can bales are
sent to factories to

be recycled into new
items such as new
cans and building

materials.

Once you have
recycled your cans

they are collected and
taken to be sorted at a

recycling depot.

Cans Recycling Journey

Your glass bottles
and jars are then

processed to make
a non-sharp material.

This material is used
locally as a decorative

gravel or aggregate
replacement.

All glass bottles  and
jars are collected and
transported to a local

recycling centre.

Glass Recycling Journey

Newspaper is
shredded and baled

for use locally as
animal bedding.

Surplus paper is
composted locally

or sent to mainland
paper mills for use in

a variety of paper
products.

The paper you
separate is collected
and transported to a

local recycling  centre.

Paper Recycling Journey

These are then
sorted and baled

on the island.

They are then sent
to the mainland

and made into new
plastic products.

Your plastics are
collected from the
Plastic Recycling

Points.

Plastics Recycling Journey

                              


